
Simplex 650

The latest development is the Simplex 650

This sampler is available in several variants, depending on customer requirements, all components 
are manufactured of Stainless Steel FDA certificated. 

1. Handlever
2. Hand lever and pneumatic control
3. Handwheel
4. Handwheel with pneumatic actuation
5. All variants can be equipped with a sensor for the switching status

All variation possibilities can be seen at the end of the presentation.

The advantages of this sampler are:
The sampler closes with the line pressure, so it does not open during pressure peaks.
Line pressure during normal use at least 12-14 bar (see data sheet)
The maintenance only takes about 1-2 minutes and includes only 2 seals.
The connection possibilities are unlimited, as are the outlets, all variants can be specified and 
combined by the customer.
The variety of connections is also unlimited and can be adapted to customer requirements.

Simplex 650 with hand lever 
and pneumatic

Simplex 650 with hand 
wheel and pneumatic
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Simplex 650

The great advantage of these hand samplers: 
before each sampling it can be cleaned and 
disinfected.
After the sample it can be cleaned again and 
preserved with alcohol until the next sample.

The actual sampling is carried out via the hand lever, 
which has been designed to be self-closing 
or alternatively can be operated via a hand wheel.

For regular CIP cleaning, it is possible to connect the 
Simplex 650 (version H/PN) with a 3/2-way valve 
with a system controller and thus integrate it into the 
cleaning process.

Optional versions are also produced according to customer requirements. 
The Simplex 650 can be individually adjusted for the inputs and outputs.

At the entrance 
to the tank or 
pipe we offer 
the Varivent
and the Bio-
Con connection 
to.
Other 
connections 
are available 

Via the Bio-Con connection, all possible 
threads or special connections via adapter 
are possible.

Handling Simplex 650



At the exit of the Simplex 650, 
all connection options are of 
course possible.
Whether for the DN5 connection 
cooling coil in DN2, DN4, (5 or 10 
turns), hose connections DN6, 
DN8 and DN10 or straight outlet 
pipes are required, everything is 
available.

These connections are naturally 
available in DN5 or all other thread 
types or special connections.

Give us a challenge.

Simplex 650

Connection variants 



Technical data Simplex 650 H/PN

Sampler: pneumatic version and hand lever

Seal: Viton sealing cone, O-ring silicone (FDA approved)

Material: 1.4404 in contact with product; 1.4301 not in contact with product

Line pressure: from 0 to 10 bar opening at 6 bar compressed air to 16 bar with hand lever

Line pressure surge: up to max. 40 bar without opening,

Compressed air connection: DN 6 quick-change coupling

Opening distance: approx. 3 mm

Flow size: DN 5 mm 

Connection input: Varivent connection from 25/32 and from 40-150mm

Steamable: up to 125°C

Maintenance effort: max. 2 seals, time required for changing approx. 1-2 minutes

Maintenance: after approx. 100,000 strokes or every 12 months

Tightness: up to 18 bar for liquid medium, up to 8 bar for air/CO2/nitrogen

Weight: 1,2 Kg

Customs Id number: 8481 8019

Lever opening force: 2 bar line pressure - max. 5 daN

4 bar Line pressure - max. 25 daN

6 bar line pressure - max. 40 daN

10 bar line pressure - max. 65 daN

Flow rate: at DN 5 and 2 bar line pressure - approx. 7 litres/minute

at DN 5 and 4 bar line pressure - approx. 13 litres/minute

at DN 2 and 2 bar line pressure - approx. 0.85 litres/minute

at DN 2 and 4 bar line pressure - approx. 1.5 litres/minute



Simplex 650 – Connection variations

Varivent-Cover 
Type N

AE00.1650       .1        .1

Type: Simplex 650

Inlet see above on 
the left side

Outlet see above on the 
right side

Varivent-Cover 
Type F

Inlet-thread
Bio-Con

.1

.2

.3

Fast-coupling 
DN5

½“ aseptic

½“ Standard

5/8“ Standard

According to
customer
specifications

.1

.2

.3

.5

.4.4
Tri-Clamp 1 ½“

No foto
possibel

Order example:
AE00.1650.1.1
Sampler Simplex 650 H/PN
Inlet connection Varivent cover type N for Varivent housing from DN40 to DN150
Both outlets for a) secondary cleaning and b) for the sample - quick change coupling DN5.
Sampler opens against line pressure, sealing cone is made of Viton.
Line pressure up to 12 bar with 6 bar pneumatic opening, with hand lever up to 16 bar.

Option Handrad
AE00.1650R

Option Sensor
AE00.1650E


